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In order to build intelligent tutoring agents within games-based learning environments, practitioners must understand the three conceptual models used within Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS): the expert or domain model, the student model, and the instructional model. This paper investigates the inter-relationship between these models and how they combine to provide the expected behaviour of intelligent tutoring agents by representing and managing domain knowledge, applying techniques for monitoring the progress of human learning, and the appropriate selection of instructional strategies for individualised tuition. From understanding the application of these concepts, this paper proposes bi-directional human and machine learning as necessary for effective game-based intelligent tutoring systems. A conceptual architecture for game-based learning ITS implementations using multi-agent and machine learning technologies is then outlined, and the design of Stunt Robot a system for learning Newtonian Physics concepts is presented as a case-study.
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Introduction to intelligent tutoring systems

In recent years, games-based learning environments using 3D technology have been investigated as an innovative means of supporting learning and teaching objectives of school, university and corporate training programs. The Serious Games initiative has provided a focal point for educational providers and developers to discuss best practises and methodologies for implementing such systems. However the rise of this movement is merely a subset of decades of research and development of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). Thus any development of games-based learning platforms or intelligent tutoring agents should consider previous ITS work, and even work of expert systems for that matter, before moving forward.

Previously, ITS implementations have provided impressive educational gains for students of many knowledge domains. Based on an understanding that one-on-one human tutoring can be much more effective than traditional classroom instruction, providing in some cases an increase of up to two standard deviations in learning performance (Bloom 1984), educational researchers have investigated intelligent tutoring systems as a means of providing cost effective yet personalised tuition. ITS implementations have improved learning in domains like algebra and geometry with an increase of one standard deviation over traditional class room instruction (Koedinger et al. 1997). Many knowledge domains have been the subject of ITS developments including print formatting languages (Brusilovsky & Pesin 1994), medical education (Shaw et al. 1999; Glass 2001), the operation of NASA communication links (Hill & Johnson 1993), literacy (Ryokai, Vaucelle & Cassell 2003), computer programming (Corbett & Bhatnagar 1997; Mitrovic et al. 2001), physics (Schulze et al. 2000), and mathematics (Koedinger et al. 1997). Not only have ITS implementations demonstrated student learning improvements comparable to the assistance of a human tutor with intermediate expertise (Graesser et al 2000), these projects have provided a rich source of literature outlining ITS design and implementation issues.

Intelligent tutoring is normally undertaken within problem solving contexts in which the tutoring occurs through iterative remediation to improve student problem solving ability and domain knowledge (Kodaganallur, Weitz & Rosenthal 2004). A logical separation has eventuated differentiating knowledge content to be learnt (what) from instructional strategy (how) with an additional model inferring current student knowledge. ITS research has thus focussed on the most efficient means of representing and managing the three separate models for the expert/domain, instructional/learning strategy, and student progress during the learning activity.
Although many intelligent tutoring systems have been built, most of this work has been centred on text-based or web-based architectures. As a consequence of this technology choice, many ITS implementations have focussed on static domain skills and have not addressed skill acquisition for dynamic tasks or realistic environments. However, 3D games-based applications provide an ideal infrastructure for constructing simulations of dynamic environments in which to learn and practise realistic skills.

This paper discusses the three conceptual models of an ITS (domain knowledge, instructional strategy, and the student model) and some recent implementations of these models by focussing on the behaviour and knowledge that makes an intelligent tutor smart. With this background, this paper outlines a conceptual architecture for a games-based learning (GBL) ITS implementation using multi-agent and machine learning technologies. Inherent to this implementation is the need to understand the system behaviour required to assist human learning and the artificial intelligence (AI) components required to learn human performance and improve the instructional performance of the system. This paper proposes bi-directional human and machine learning as necessary for effective intelligent tutoring systems. Just as humans aim to learn a particular knowledge domain managed by an ITS, intelligent tutors must engage in active and constructive learning of individual human learning requirements in order to provide personalised tuition to individual human learners.

The domain model: How do intelligent tutors represent and manage domain knowledge?

To understand the various domain model implementations within intelligent tutoring we must acknowledge the history of basic computer aided learning (CAL) systems from which ITS have evolved. Basic CAL systems often contain simple multiple-choice tests or quizzes of de-contextualised knowledge and present students with simple questions, for domains such as maths or economics, and scripted feedback for each expected correct or incorrect answer. In these implementations, question, answer and feedback tuples are maintained in a database or XML content file. Unfortunately, some ITS developments have continued this work and resorted to simple domain representations (Graesser et al. 2000) and, without parameterised questions, the domain knowledge of these systems is limited to a set of hard-coded question/answer pairings. Consequently, this basic domain model does not differentiate between conceptual and procedural knowledge, does not present to the student semantic relationships between knowledge bits, and does not support pedagogically sound activities consistent with problem based or constructivist theories of learning (Jonassen, 1991).

However research in expert systems and AI techniques has led to improvements of the basic CAL domain model. Specifically, black box and cognitive domain models have been implemented with increasing complexity to augment the knowledge domain. The black box model organises knowledge into a formal symbology and uses an inference engine to declare an absolute truth based upon mathematical reasoning of student answers (Poole, Mackworth & Goebel 1998). However, as a black box ITS does not provide detailed explanations of reasoning, student interactions are consequently simplistic. In contrast, the cognitive model attempts to simulate human problem solving by maintaining expert knowledge of domain procedures and concepts. Student performance is evaluated by comparing student behaviour and answers against the expert cognitive model in order to ascertain deficiencies in student problem solving and current student knowledge (Capuano et al 2000).

Whilst applying a cognitive domain model, Anderson (1993) outlined the ACT-R theory of skill knowledge which assumes a fundamental distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge. Declarative knowledge is factual or experiential whereas procedural knowledge is goal oriented and mediates problem solving behaviour. Declarative knowledge can be represented as semantic networks of facts and procedural knowledge can be represented as a set of production rules that associate problem states and problem solving goals with associated action sequences and state changes (Corbett & Bhatnagar 1997). Hence, ITS implementations that use a cognitive domain model or support the ACT-R theory generally maintain a knowledge structure of declarative or conceptual knowledge for a particular domain and an associated rule-based production system indicating problem solving procedures normally followed by a relevant domain expert. Using a semantic network to maintain relationships between procedural rules and conceptual knowledge, a cognitive tutor can then determine if an error in student performance was related to a misunderstanding of conceptual knowledge or procedural knowledge and provide relevant assistance with progressively elaborate hints.

In summary, ITS domain models have been primarily symbolised using static question/answer pairings, semantic networks of related concepts, and production rules to indicate expert problem solving sequences.
As we will see, there is a close link between the method used to represent the domain model and the means used to symbolise the student model. Furthermore, the choice of instructional model has a great impact on the amount of work required to construct the domain and student models.

The student model: How can intelligent tutors monitor the state of human learning?

In order to provide personalised tuition an ITS must know, to a certain degree, what the student knows, what they are learning, and how to help the student improve learning outcomes. By gathering state information of student interactions, many ITS implementations (Brusilovsky & Pesin 1994; Corbett & Bhatnagar 1997; Roll et al. 2005; Schulze et al. 2000) maintain and monitor a student model of knowledge and activity. This model may be derived from observations of student problem solving behaviour, learning preferences (Kelly & Tangney 2002), direct student queries, historical test performance (Beck, Woolf & Beal 2000), difficulty levels within the knowledge domain (Capuano et al. 2000), or help-seeking behaviours (Roll et al. 2005).

Student knowledge acquisition and knowledge retention can be monitored through many different mechanisms. Student modelling can be accomplished using production rules which indicate ideal rules and bad rules (as per rule-based domain models), logic programming using an inference engine to infer reasoning from symbolic knowledge management (as per typical expert system domain models) and artificial neural networks (ANN’s). Machine learning techniques have also been used to monitor the state of student knowledge (Beck, Woolf & Beal 2000). Although the student model is closely related to the domain model, the choice of student modelling technique is determined by the type of instructional strategy sought by the ITS developer. For example, an ITS developer may seek to use cognitive diagnosis using low level student knowledge modelling or employ adaptive remediation based upon the current student state and learning difficulties encountered.

Cognitive tutor applications employ cognitive diagnosis using model tracing, based upon cognitive psychology, and knowledge tracing. Model tracing documents problem representations and associated production rules that indicate both desired and ineffective problem solving sequences. Using a rule-based domain model, student performance is monitored by comparing actual student problem solving sequences against the known production rules (Mclaren, Koedinger & Schneider 2004). Knowledge tracing, at a basic level, comprises a two state learning model in which Bayesian updates compare component production rules and calculate state changes (Corbett & Bhatnagar 1997). Subsequently, a cognitive student model monitors student knowledge of declarative and procedural concepts by first recording these concepts in an “unlearned” state and only transitioning them to a “learned” state after student practise and successful completion. However, as an infinite number of ineffective behaviour sequences are possible, these rule-based models are time consuming to develop and rarely complete.

As the precise cognitive modelling of a student is likely to be intractable, alternative and simpler methods have been proposed. Adaptive remediation methods have been used successfully by applying instructional techniques appropriate to the current student context rather than requiring complex cognitive student and domain modelling.

For example, Mitrovic et al. (2001) proposed a constraint-based model (CBM) which determines faulty student knowledge rather than analysing sequences of student actions. Based on the assumption that there are many different methods of solving a problem and there can be no single correct solution, CBM is concerned only with the final environment state required to solve a problem. Therefore, a CBM does not trace student actions but rather records the state of the environment in which a problem solution is correct. Domain knowledge is consequently modelled as ordered pairs of state constraints in which a student solution is correct when it matches certain pre-determined constraints.

Not only does CBM require less development work when constructing a knowledge domain; CBM simply uses fast pattern matching of constraints and thus provides a faster mechanism for instruction than traditional domain modelling. Additionally, CBM is very conducive to the creation of domain problems that are modelled within open-ended and mixed media learning platforms such as 3D games-based environments.

As discussed, the choice of student model is closely linked to the choice of domain representation and instructional strategy. In the past, cognitive student models have been implemented within cognitive tutors and traditional expert systems utilising semantic networks of concepts and rule-based model tracing of problem solving sequences. However simpler adaptive remediation strategies, using constraint based
modelling, have been successfully proven. Before discussing the selection of appropriate techniques for games-based ITS implementations, an investigation of ITS instructional strategies will finalise our analysis of the three ITS conceptual models.

**Instructional model: Personalised instruction within intelligent tutoring systems**

The ITS instructional model essentially provides the interaction and behaviour mechanisms which make an intelligent tutor appear smart. The instructional model should control the curriculum and its sequencing, answer user questions, and realise when the user requires assistance and what type of help they require (Cruces & Arriaga 2000). Furthermore the model should provide personalised tuition, just-in-time (JIT) help, feedback on learning progress, and minimise student boredom by presenting increasing levels of challenge and not repeating easy tasks.

Importantly, feedback to the student is crucial for increasing the rate of knowledge acquisition as well as the retention of learned behaviours (Williams & Reynolds 1990). Typical intelligent tutors have followed one of two approaches. Cognitive tutors such as CognitiveTutor (Mclaren, Koedinger & Schneider 2004) provide specific guidance referring to complex cognitive domain and student models using complex model tracing and knowledge tracing. On the other hand, knowledge based tutors teach concepts and mental models using general teaching strategies. Importantly, the selection of the instructional model can have a profound effect on the amount of work required to develop and manage the domain and student models.

Although discussion of cognitive domain knowledge and student understanding has focussed on complex modelling, simplified domain and student models are possible using knowledge based tutors. Researchers (Graesser et al. 1995; Graesser & Person 1994; Nathan et al. 1992; Pearson & Graesser 1999) found that untrained tutors with limited domain knowledge and tutoring skills still have a significant positive increase on student learning. Although unskilled tutors do not use most of the ideal tutoring strategies, the very nature of having a conversation partner generates dialog that assists learners in active construction, elaboration and learning of domain knowledge (Graesser et al. 2000). Furthermore, a study comparing novice and expert tutors found that expert tutors actually query students for information rather than provide them with correct answers (Glass et al. 1999). These studies provide an important insight into ITS design and question the relevance and benefit of complex cognitive modelling. An ITS may only need to generate meaningful dialog, similar to a human tutor, in order to stimulate the student toward positive learning outcomes.

To prove this assumption, an ITS implementation concerning computer literacy, called AutoTutor, demonstrated learning outcomes and tutorial dialog comparable to intermediate expert tutors (Graesser et al. 2000). AutoTutor contained simplified quiz type domain content containing questions and associated good and bad answers. Textual responses from students were merely compared to the stored text answers using latent semantic analysis and results were fed into template tutor statements of positive, neutral or negative feedback, prompts for more information, elaboration, requestioning or summarising. Tutor remarks simply prompted the student towards a better answer. However, even though such an instructional strategy greatly simplifies ITS development, applying this methodology to dynamic learning environments is questionable where domain knowledge is not comprised of simple static facts.

Furthermore, not all students are conducive to the same instructional methodology and the impact of student meta-cognitive abilities on learning performance cannot be ignored. There is evidence that meta-cognitive decisions such as misusing or avoiding help, and attempting to obtain correct answers without learning the material, termed “gaming the system”, negatively affect learning (Roll et al. 2005). Meta-cognitive decisions can however be improved via tuition and Roll et al. successfully detected help-seeking and gaming behaviour within two ITS implementations. Within their implementations, a help-seeking detector used a prescriptive rational model aimed at modelling appropriate help seeking behaviour and a gaming detector, using machine learning, to identify student behaviour characteristics indicating systematic exploitation of the ITS environment and help facility. Furthermore, the ADVISOR implementation (Beck, Woolf & Beal 2000) created a student model using observational data of a test student group. Using machine learning techniques, the system learnt typical human response times to specific problems given specific environmental conditions.

In summary, ITS instructional strategy can be guided by either cognitive or knowledge based tutorial concerns. Cognitive tutors require their associated cognitive domain and student models, whereas knowledge based tutors can use alternative means such as meaningful tutorial dialog, meta-cognitive
support, and machine-learned predictions regarding student performance. Importantly, support for improving meta-cognitive skills must be considered within future ITS implementations. With our discussion of the three conceptual ITS models complete, multi-agent and machine learning technologies need to be examined to understand how they can support human learning.

**Multi-agent design for bi-directional human and machine learning**

From our discussion of domain, student, and instructional ITS models, various AI techniques ranging from top down, symbolic architectures to bottom-up, connectionist approaches have been implemented. Although, earlier expert systems tended to use symbolic knowledge representation systems (Poole, Mackworth & Goebel 1998), many current ITS implementations (Beck, Woolf & Beal 2000; Capuano et al. 2000; Cruces & Arriaga 2000; Pynadath & Marsella 2005) use multi-agent architectures with machine learning and statistical techniques. Rather than develop all aspects of an ITS programmatically, various components are created as agents with specified goals, knowledge of the environment, and reactions to specific environmental conditions. Agents may be defined as decision-making systems that act on and react to the environment (Capuano et al. 2000) and multi-agent systems involve many reactive agents that together define system behaviour. Rather than provide tuition using a predefined rule engine, these agents attempt to understand specific aspects of human learning behaviour and overall tuition emerges from the combined behaviour of all intelligent agents.

If an ITS is developed using a multi-agent approach then important design decisions must be made concerning the partition of ITS components into agents and how these agents work together to assist the student. In a study of multi-agent collaboration theories, Wilsker (1996) analysed methods for multi-agent systems to achieve overarching goals. Wilkser discussed three main agent collaboration strategies including Joint Intentions, Shared Plans, and Planned Team Activity in which agents exhibit a mixture of delegation and internal communication to plan the success of team goals. These approaches share an importance of contracting and delegation of responsibilities, joint intentions and shared communication protocols between agents. However alternatives approaches exist and Wilsker only briefly mentioned a bottom-up, emergent behaviour architecture in which agents do not communicate directly with each other but rather focus solely on the attainment of their own goal. In this case, the behaviour of the system as a whole simply emerges from the individual agent actions.

Kennedy & Eberhart (2000) discuss emergent behaviour and argue that simulated intelligence requires a society of individuals, each working on their own problems whilst perceiving the problem solving endeavours of their neighbours. The combined effects of many small agents acting within an environment provide the perception of intelligent behaviour.

By applying this theory to a multi-agent ITS, we may expect an architecture in which many different agents are tasked with various functional responsibilities. Furthermore these agents may not communicate with each other directly but may simply change globally available properties within a shared environment. Cruces & Arriaga (2000) detailed their reactive multi-agent architecture for providing instruction. By segmenting a knowledge domain into skills using a cognitive task analysis, sub-tutor agents were each assigned a skill to monitor independently. Without communicating directly to other agents, each sub-tutor monitored relevant environmental conditions and reacted appropriately.

As agent behaviour emerges from the internal state of the agent and the relevant environmental conditions, there is a strong synergy between agent behaviour and the environment in which they work. Consequently, the creation of the domain, student and instructional models for a multi-agent ITS require a new design methodology. To begin, a cognitive task analysis of the knowledge domain should identify important environmental features which influence agent behaviour. As such, agent behaviour may be influenced by environmental constraints, such as those considered with constraint based modelling, or by the behaviour of other agents. Interestingly, even though different agents monitor separate issues their behaviour occurs within the context of the same environmental states. Subsequently, by associating an environmental state with a single competence level (Cruces & Arriaga 2000), the global modification of agent behaviour is possible. In this way, global competence levels set as environmental properties can manage complex agent behaviour. By applying this concept to a games-based learning environment, the difficulty level of learning objectives may be varied by game levels which may introduce new environmental conditions, constraints, properties, objects or behaviour.

In summary, for a human student to effectively learn from a machine-based intelligent tutor, the system must learn individual learning requirements in order to provide personalised tuition. This bi-directional learning is a necessary function of intelligent tutoring systems.
Games based learning environments

Well designed 3D games-based learning environments naturally promote pedagogical principles including constructivist theories, situated learning, and problem-based learning. Constructivist learning theories are well rooted in many computer games as the nature of the game facilitates the player towards achieving end goals, or learning objectives, by helping the player actively explore the game environment and construct their own understanding of the world. Guidance is normally provided by hints, autonomous agents within the environment, scoring, incentives like added perks (such as extra lives, extra tools, increased credibility, bonuses, or features later in the game), or punishments such as reduced capacity or functionality. Game design techniques further enhance learning by providing fun and motivating learning environments.

Begg, Dewhurst & MacLeod (2005) describe how the typical game process involves a player entering a new environment and adopting a character or assuming an identity. Subsequently, the player must perceive the tasks that need to be achieved (progress to be made), pick up the appropriate vocabulary, explore interesting views of the world, adapt to the environment via interaction, and then realign expectations and judgements based upon exploration and interaction, reappraising the cause and consequence of each experience accordingly. This model paradigm closely describes the active constructive learner and fulfils aspects of constructivist learning in which learning is intrinsically linked to learner identity and active participation.

The differences between text-based or web-based ITS implementations compared to 3D games-based learning environments cannot be understated. The user interface represents the means by which the ITS and student communicate, provides an environment in which the ITS can perceive student learning development, and represents the interventional means used by the ITS (Cruces & Arriaga 2000). The user interface should be fully exploited to provide the best means of facilitating domain knowledge comprehension. Compared to text-based or web-based implementations, 3D games-based environments can provide simulations, visual role playing, visual environmental cues, and more authentic learning activities. Rather than communicating via text, students may communicate with ITS agents or intelligent-tutors via gestures, movement, actions, or voice.

It is interesting that only a relatively small number of existing ITS include animated pedagogical agents or artificial characters acting as intelligent tutors. However with the rise of the Serious Games initiative, more games-based learning environments are emerging. Tactical Iraqi (Eng 2005; Johnson 2005) provides role-based learning within a realistic simulation so that United States Army soldiers can learn Arabic language skills and Iraqi body language before commencing active service in Iraq. The environment uses machine learning to evaluate voice and body language proficiency and student success requires competence in spoken Arabic and appropriate body language to accomplish realistic missions. During the game, players interact socially with intelligent agents, simulating Iraqi civilians, and language skill proficiency increases their rapport with non-player characters which in turn help students to progress through their mission. An additional intelligent tutor assists the player in-game and prompts them to use particular language skills at appropriate times.

A conceptual design for a 3D games-based intelligent tutoring system

After reviewing the current research on ITS and games-based learning, a unique combination of techniques became apparent. By using a constraint-based model of problems and linking problem constraints with concepts and hints, the knowledge domain model can be greatly simplified but still provide a powerful mechanism for determining student progress. Furthermore, the student model can be simplified by implementing a knowledge-based tutor who evaluates meta-cognitive student behaviour within the environment using an artificial neural network. The result of this analysis led to the conceptual design of a 3D games-based ITS shown in Figure 1.

Using a cognitive task analysis, learning objectives, concepts and procedural problem solving tasks can be documented. As GBL ITS environments are well suited to complex problem solving rather than simple recall of concepts or facts, problem solving tasks should be modelled as a combination of environmental objects and agent behaviour. Rather than prescribing a single solution to each domain problem, students should be given freedom and creativity to develop their own solutions. Success can be monitored, not by documenting a hierarchy of possible procedural steps, but rather by outlining environmental properties that determine if a problem has been solved. Using constraint based modelling and a semantic network, domain problems (or learning goals) can be associated with a set of constraints within the environment.
Each constraint may be associated with a particular concept that has various modifiable properties or states, and each concept can be associated with various levels of hints detailing the concept and how to manipulate it within the environment.
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**Figure 1: A conceptual design of a 3D games-based learning intelligent tutoring system using multi-agent and machine learning technologies**

Using a multi-agent approach, each learning goal (or domain problem) is thus assigned to a single tutoring agent tasked with the responsibility of helping the student progress through the problem via the provision of hints. To accomplish this task, the TutoringAgent knows the environmental concepts associated with the learning goal, the constraints which specify the problem solution, and the hints linked to the relevant concepts. Furthermore, during the system testing process the TutoringAgent uses machine learning techniques to learn predictions concerning student response times and success rates for solving specific problems and sub-problems. Therefore, given an environmental context, or set of constraints, the TutoringAgent knows the average time before the next successful student action. When actual time exceeds the predicted time, the TutoringAgent may intervene by providing encouraging feedback or a relevant hint linked to an appropriate concept or constraint for the current learning goal. Student problem solving thus entails an iterative process involving active exploration of the environment and pattern matching of environmental constraints in order to determine the particular constraints and values required for solving a particular problem.

The MetaCognitiveAgent is tasked with the monitoring and improvement of student meta-cognitive skills. This agent uses machine learning techniques to discover poor student meta-cognitive skills such as self help skills and hint usage, and systematic gaming of the ITS environment. Lastly, a single LevelAgent monitors student problem solving behaviour and determines when the difficulty of the environment should be increased thus allowing for more complex problem solving tasks. The LevelAgent monitors the outcomes of the TutoringAgent and MetaCognitiveAgent in order to gain a realistic understanding of student performance. That is, have learning goals been achieved through inappropriate meta-cognitive behaviour, or have problems been solved as a result of student knowledge acquisition?

In summary, using the three ITS conceptual models, the domain model of the above design involves the creation of a constraint-based model of 3D world objects and behaviour. A semantic network links each concept or constraint with associated hints on how to modify or use those concepts. The student model is created using machine learning and contains predictions of student performance given the current learning goal and set of constraints. The instructional model uses an agent-based framework comprising the TutoringAgent, the MetaCognitiveAgent, and the LevelAgent allowing the intelligent tutoring behaviour of the system to emerge from their combined activities.
A games-based learning intelligent tutoring system for physics

To test the feasibility of the above methodology and conceptual design, a prototype game system, Stunt Robot, was built for a specific complex knowledge domain. Specifically, the subject of classical Newtonian physics was selected as an appropriate and challenging demonstration of the design and because of its natural fit within a 3D environment. Furthermore, classical physics requires immense concentration to study, and is a knowledge domain often taught using vast amounts of static, non-interactive content thus working against constructivist theories of learning.

The goals of this games-based learning environment are to support conceptual knowledge acquisition and the development of problem solving skills related to the field of classical physics. To this end, the game design requires a player to manipulate and calculate various physics concepts and solve various physics problems that can be related to real life scenarios. Furthermore, an intention of the development is to simplify basic calculations used in rocket science. Thus, success within this games-based learning environment requires students to successfully meet the following learning objectives:

1. Demonstrate an understanding of Newton's three laws of physics;
2. Demonstrate an understanding of Gravitational acceleration;
3. Calculate the speed, velocity, and acceleration of an object;
4. Calculate parabolic trajectories for projectiles;
5. Measure distances within the environment;
6. Calculate the Force, acceleration, and angle required for launching an object with a specific mass over a required distance;

The game is based on a 3D island setting in which the player controls the main game character, Stunt Robot. The object of the game is to navigate the Stunt Robot from the starting position to the end position in the least number of moves possible. The Stunt Robot carries a jetpack on its back and the player calculates the appropriate force, acceleration and angle for the Stunt Robot to travel a specified distance. Along the left side of the GUI, windows are provided for:

1. The physics knowledge base;
2. The stunt robot, allowing the player to provide the robot with calculations;
3. The coach (TutoringAgents), allowing the player to request hints and initiate dialog;
4. The commentator (combined Level Agent and MetaCognitiveAgent), allowing the commentator to initiate one-way chat dialog;

As per the proposed model, the game uses a TutoringAgent, MetaCognitiveAgent, and LevelAgent to provide an intelligent and individualised instructional model for each student. The TutoringAgent is an implementation of a knowledge-based agent thus intervening with encouraging feedback or hints when appropriate. The TutoringAgent associates appropriate hints to the current student context via the semantic network that links the CBM to the repository of problems, concepts and hints. The MetaCognitiveAgent is tasked with the monitoring and improvement of student meta-cognitive skills. This agent discovers poor student meta-cognitive skills such as self help skills, hint usage, and systematic gaming of the environment, and advises the student on how to improve their learning skills. Lastly, a LevelAgent monitors student problem solving behaviour and determines when the environment and problem difficulty should be changed. Within the context of the game, the LevelAgent and MetaCognitiveAgent are both manifested within the commentator game character.

To evaluate the games-based learning design and implementation against the aforementioned physics learning objectives, a small pilot test group were involved in a formal evaluation using pre-test and post-test quizzes before and after playing the game respectively. Anecdotally the learners found the game very interesting, enjoyable and a fun challenge. Accordingly, there was a self reported 39% increase in the desire to learn physics for the overall group. However, more importantly, post-test results were very positive. All learners achieved positive gains in post-test results for the key learning objectives and the overall group achieved a tremendous 308% increase in test results. It is possible that knowledge gains recorded during the post-test may simply be the result of exposure to the domain content rather than the games-based learning tool itself. As such, another evaluation is recommended using a more robust methodology including a larger sample size and a control group who complete standard paper-based physics exercises instead of playing the games-based learning tool.
Conclusion

Substantial collaboration between developers, domain experts, instructional designers and students are required for the development of a 3D games-based ITS. However, many design decisions can greatly simplify the amount of work and collaboration required, thus reducing development costs, without negatively impacting student learning outcomes.

During this paper, the three conceptual models within an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) have been discussed: the expert or domain model, the student model, and the instructional model. Although the cognitive domain, student, and instructional models have been popular in the past with ITS implementations and expert systems, research suggests that alternative strategies can be implemented with positive learning outcomes and reduced development time.

To this end, this paper outlined a conceptual architecture of a 3D games-based learning (GBL) ITS implementation using multi-agent and machine learning technologies. Specifically, a constraint based model and semantic network are used to model the domain knowledge of the 3D world, the concepts and constraints contained within it, and the hints required to understand how to manipulate those domain concepts. The behaviour of three separate agents, the TutoringAgent, the MetaCognitiveAgent, and the LevelAgent, combine to create an emergent intelligent tutoring system. Machine learning mechanisms are central to this design and support the thesis of this paper that bi-directional human and machine learning is necessary for effective intelligent tutoring systems.
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